Long-term depression but not potentiation is induced in Ca(2+)-chelated visual cortex neurons.
An entry of Ca2+ into postsynaptic sites may play a role in the induction of long-term potentiation (LTP) of synaptic transmission in the visual cortex. To test this hypothesis, a Ca(2+)-chelator was injected into layer II/III neurons of sliced visual cortex obtained from young rats, and excitatory postsynaptic potentials (EPSPs) of these cells to test stimulation of the white matter were observed before and after tetanic stimulation of the same site. To confirm the effectiveness of the tetanus, field potentials reflecting the activities of many cells were recorded with another extracellular electrode. The chelator injection led to long-term depression (LTD) of EPSPs following tetanic stimuli which simultaneously induced LTP of field potentials derived from unchelated cells in most of the slices tested. This suggests that a low concentration of post-synaptic, free Ca2+, when associated with tetanic inputs, may lead to LTD while a rise of Ca2+ may lead to LTP.